
Digital Customer lifecycle 
management platform for 
Luxembourg-regulated financial 
institutions. 

KYC Manager is a joint venture between 
Finologee, a Luxembourg-based FinTech 
provider, and Harmoney, a Belgian KYC 
specialist. Finologee and Harmoney joined 
forces with the common goal of bringing 
an innovative solution to the Luxembourg 
market: a digital onboarding and customer 
lifecycle management tool that allows 
financial institutions to transform the way 
they manage their clients.

KYC Manager aims to empower financial 
institutions to create hyper-personalised 
and end-to-end digital user journeys 
while delivering the finest customer and 
employee experiences. Additionally, 
KYC Manager’s compliant setup enables 
regulated entities to fully meet their 
financial industry obligations. 

This modular solution aims at guiding 
financial institutions on their journey 
toward the digitisation of all processes 
related to customer lifecycle management 
while enabling them to become more 
agile and maximise operational efficiency. 

Locally hosted by the Luxembourg “Support 
PSF” (Professional of the Financial Sector – 
“PSF de Support”), KYC Manager is a fully 
compliant product operating under the 
supervision of the Luxembourg financial 
services regulator CSSF (Commission de 
Surveillance du Secteur Financier).

Reshaping digital 
KYC management
in Luxembourg

(+352) 27 75 08-1
info@finologee.com
www.kycmanager.lu
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Finologee S.A.
7, rue Jean Fischbach
L-3372 Leudelange

DIGITAL PLATFORM
built by Finologee and Harmoney

READY-TO-USE
digital customer onboarding

and customer lifecycle management

READILY AVAILABLE
array of components and APIs

Meets Luxembourg’s
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS



HOW DOES IT WORK?

WHAT CAN YOU BUILD WITH KYC MANAGER?

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

KYC Remediation
Initiate automated remediation workflow 
processes in order to perfect and enrich 
existing client/counterparty profiles to 
support a wide range of compliance 
obligations.

Pep/Sanction List Campaign
Submit a list of KYC records to run against 
one or more Blacklists/Sanction lists.

KYC Lifecycle Management
Go beyond initial onboarding and take a 
lifetime view of your client; perform data 
refreshes, ongoing due diligence and 
periodic KYC reviews.

MiFID/IDD Renewal Campaign
Send a questionnaire to fill in to your 
clients to define their MiFID II investor 
profile.

Digital Onboarding
Onboard customers of every type (natural
& legal persons) with intuitive and frictionless 
data and document collection, while enabling 
back office teams to digitally perform
the verification and approval processes. 

Best-of-breed solution for institutions 
subject to anti-money laundering 
obligations to optimise the 
management of their KYC-related 
processes, files and data sets. 

Customer and employee-centric solution that connects 
the end-customer, the front-office and the compliance 
department on the same platform.

It is locally hosted by the Luxembourg ‘Support PFS’ 
Finologee, who operates under the supervision
of the Luxembourg financial services regulator CSSF.

Why should I choose KYC Manager?
KYC Manager’s modular platform provides the broadest 
range of capabilities. Our wide and readily available array of 
components and APIs enables you to cherry-pick journeys and 
modules to create hyper-personalised end-to-end client and 
employee experiences, and as a result, re-define your existing 
KYC processes. By connecting systems, data and letting the three 
stakeholders of every KYC procedure (end-customer, front-office 
and compliance department) work and exchange on the same 
platform, KYC Manager allows you to become truly customer and 
employee-centric.

Do you have access to/store my customers’ data?
Either the client handles file encryption with its own systems 
and KYC Manager will not be able to access end-client data 
(“Reporting Gateway” setup), or KYC Manager can encrypt the 
files to be delivered to the regulator and delete all data (“Full 
Service” setup), at the client’s choice. Besides, KYC Manager 
operates under a full Support PFS licence under the supervision   

of the CSSF and is subject to the same professional secrecy
and security obligations as banks.

Who are you?
KYC Manager is a joint venture between Finologee, a 
Luxembourg-based FinTech provider, and Harmoney, a Belgian 
KYC specialist. Together they joined forces to bring a best-of-
breed solution for institutions subject to anti-money laundering 
obligations to optimise the management of their KYC-related 
processes, files and data sets. 

Is your infrastructure reliable and where is it?
Finologee locally hosts the product while securing full compliance 
with Luxembourg financial industry by being a “PSF du Support” 
operating under the supervision of the Luxembourg financial 
service regulator CSSF (Commission de Surveillance du Secteur 
Financier). Harmoney on its side brings in a ready-to-use and 
pre-integrated solution built on secure software to ease the entire 
customer lifecycle management.
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